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ABSTRACT
In this demo, we present PaintBall, a tool that facilitates creative
art creation and manipulation from movement data. It is designed
as a public computation project aimed to foster conversation and
connection between youth with different interests (specifically art,
sports, or computing) at a community center around the shared
activity of creating these rich visualizations and art pieces. We
expect the design features of PaintBall – public art and tinkering
work, cross interest engagement, and discrete artifact generation
– to be key ideas that can be used across a variety of contexts
and enable rich community development among youth by provid-
ing novel touchstones for conversation as well as reflection on
these preexisting activities themselves. The following URL will
host a working demo of this project – https://tiilt.northwestern.
edu/projects/sportsense/paintball
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1 INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
In this work, we are building computing tools that connect sports
and athletic movement to creative expression in the form of vi-
sual art. Constructionism [9] provided a conceptual anchor for
educators, researchers, and designers to consider computing as a
productive platform for learning other concepts – initially imple-
mented for learning math concepts like geometry through Logo
programming. A bulk of the following work centered the potential
of computing tools (like Alice and Scratch among many others)
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aimed towards creative production like art and storytelling as en-
gaging and effective mediums for learning computational concepts
and ideas themselves [4]. Contemporary work in this space con-
tinues to extend this approach by further focusing on the creative
production in spaces and practices that are culturally relevant and
sustaining by complementing pre-existing values and interests of
learners. Recent examples of this approach which inspire our work
include TunePad which enables leveraging code to create and mix
music [6], and DanceOn which enables young dancers to easily
create visualizations and visual effects on videos of their dance [2].

A sports specific implementation of work that combines ideas
from both TunePad and DanceOn is organized in Data In Motion [7]
which involves showing finished tools and software applications
productive for enhancing athletic experiences, training, and perfor-
mances, and is then complemented by easy to implement wearable
development experiences where learners are exposed to accessi-
ble ways of making and programming their own wearables. This
project aims to support youth interested in the creation of sports
technologies, as well as youth who center their athletic pursuits
and mostly only want technology that serves those interests.

Many of the above-described platforms use creative production
as an engaging product for developing computing skills (as in the
case of Scratch and TunePad) or surface computing as a complemen-
tary activity that can enhance the central activity of interest (viz.
DanceOn and SportSense). Extending these approaches, we believe
that there is rich potential in developing computing platforms, tools,
and activities that act as bridges across complementary interests,
where the creative products are productive points of conversation
and collaboration for youth with different interests.

This cross-interest collaboration is of key value from our expe-
riences as educators and researchers in informal learning spaces
where youth are allowed to pursue their own interests. Youth often
self-segregate across pre-existing interests and social groups. While
these self-organizations are key for youth developing deeper rela-
tionships and their own personal communities for interpersonal
support, care, and growth, there is a dearth of tools and activi-
ties that support these youth in crossing activity boundaries and
engaging with others with disparate interests.

Building on this noticing, and extending our work in the Sport-
Sense project, we present our currentwork on PaintBall – an athletic
movement art creation tool – intended to enable youth interested in
art and visualizations to engage with athletic youth in co-creating
visualizations that represent the sport and athletic movement in
novel ways. We imagine this work to be an introductory instance of
a powerful idea – creating transparent flexible creative production
tools that enable youth to engage with each other by connect-
ing seemingly disconnected interests and activities. This not only
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carries potential to expand the ways youth create and develop rela-
tionships with each other in such spaces, but also provide pathways
to reconceptualize the activities themselves – creating new ways of
understanding and engaging with different sports, as well as new
ways of thinking about art and data.

2 CONTEXT & DESIGN
This project is borne out of working with a neighborhood com-
munity center next to a university in a Midwestern city, which
hosts a variety of youth programming as well as an informal, un-
structured space for community youth to socialize and hang out
after school. This program, herein called YYA (since it is managed
by the city’s Youth and Young Adult (YYA) division of the city),
supports K12 youth with adult supervision aimed only around en-
suring interpersonal safety, and access to unrestricted snacks, till
7pm on all weekdays, for however long youth want to visit and
participate. They are given access to a large gym space including 4
basketball courts, an adjacent large media room with a TV, gam-
ing consoles, and board games, and a dance studio. Youth have
been noticed to move across these spaces somewhat fluidly, though
there are consistent patterns in who plays basketball on the courts
and who uses the dance studios, with markedly gendered differ-
ences.We have experienced successful but limited engagement with
these youth through programming similar to the Data in Motion
camps described above – while they enjoy limited sessions with
exploring sensor enabled gameballs and score tracking apps, they
rarely choose to engage with setting them up and using these while
playing by themselves. In response to this, our implementation of
PaintBall is aimed at having a much lower setup barrier than other
activities and technologies – wherein youth can simply pick up
a pre-programmed wearable before starting their gameplay, and
as they leave their gameplay experience, receive a visualization of
their movement from this session at the click of a button [11]. This
is intended to provide a minimal interaction representation of their
activity that they can print or save and possibly make a collection of
across sessions. Our design presents inroads for further exploration
and cross-interest communication by youth through the design
of presenting this visualization tool in the media room adjacent
to the basketball courts, such that others in those rooms can also
see the visualization regardless of the athlete’s interest, and youth
regardless of athletic participation can engage in extremely low
barrier manipulation and customization of the visualization. This
builds on a common pattern of social (learning) interactions being
triggered and supported in the presence of visible engineering per-
formances observed across interactive museum exhibits and public
installations [8]. We are deliberately designing the visualizations
to look like creative art pieces and not overtly metric based rep-
resentations of movement, to actively invite artistic engagement
rather than competitive engagement which is the most common
response to presentation of metrics in such spaces [8]. A key con-
cern that is handled by the implementation of this in the form of
an opt-in shared wearable is the privacy around the engagement
of youth in this space. Since most YYA attendees come from a
variety of marginalized backgrounds, there is high priority given
to not implementing tools that can introduce risks around secu-
rity and surveillance for these youth. In awareness of the current

and historical political and racial climate of the United States, and
knowing how Black (and Brown) youth grow up in over policed
and under resourced environments [3, 10], this is a critical concern
that should be considered centrally in any similar designs and im-
plementations. As a result, we have so far avoided the usage of
camera-based data collection and art creation activities. Further
revisions and co-design with youth and stakeholders at this venue
is being conducted before deciding to implement tools resembling
the kinds of video recording pose based artistic creations enabled
in the DanceOn project.

2.1 PaintBall - The Tool

Figure 1: A screenshot of the PaintBall interface that allows
youth to manipulate art created from their movement

Figure 1 shows a current view of the PaintBall interface that
produces visualizations of movement data in different art styles
(herein using a mixture of polar ellipses). This tool current uses the
p5.js library to produce the art, and the interactjs library for the
basic block-style drag and drop functionality. Currently, the data
that is collected to produce art comes from micro:bits worn on the
wrist or ankles using an attachment called the wear:bit [1].

We preload software on the micro:bit that collects movement
data when turned on and sends it to the web based PaintBall tool as
it is being used. This art piece is generated real time, and whenever
the athlete stops playing, can engage with the created visualization
either to print it, save it for their personal gallery, or manipulate it
and play around with it. Our design and anticipation of this usage
is modeled after the outfitting of spaces as done in Chicago Public
Libraries by the YouMedia project, with the aim of supporting youth
hanging out, messing around, and geeking out (HOMAGO) [5].

3 DEMO IMPLEMENTATION
PaintBall fits exceptionally well with IDC 2023’s theme of rediscov-
ering childhood – in a unique way of using complex technological
methods but centering the expansion of playful creative expression
of youth and participants over disciplinarily constrained practices
and skills. In line with the description provided above, running
PaintBall at the conference venue will be extremely easy, requiring
just a large display and a laptop or touchscreen with (optional)
internet access, and us bringing our own outfitted wearables which
interested audience members can equip and move around the space
for varying periods of time to obtain their own custom art pieces.
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We would be particularly enthused by the possibility of enabling
tinkering with the art parameters of the created visualization at
another (near or far away) computer opening the possibility of “pro-
grammers” and “athletes” (i.e., people with the wearable) needing
to communicate with each other to negotiate what version of the
art piece is of shared interest.

4 FUTUREWORK
So far PaintBall is only in an early prototype stage, but we in-
tend to implement and test it in the context of the aforementioned
community center, prioritizing the ways that it actually invites par-
ticipation from other youth not playing on the court, and especially
if it enables conversation between the athletes and non-athletes. We
aim to do this testing in a semi-supervised manner, being present
there and collecting data on the extent and kinds of scaffolding
needed for youth to effectively engage with this design.

We are also interested in seeing the extent to which PaintBall
can be used by the youth who most often engage as dancers in
this space. While our design is not yet oriented towards them –
especially since the dance studio is located significantly far away
from the media room and access to displays which would support
easy technological engagement by youth – it would be particularly
exciting if PaintBall is able to invite excitement and interest from
youth engaging in different kinds of movement in these spaces.

Another key feature we intend to build includes creating acces-
sible ways of engaging with the data processing layer in PaintBall.
How can we expose the code (or computational concepts and tools)
that converts raw accelerometer data from the micro:bit and other
wearables, to different movement measurements like steps, heights
of jumps, in a way that is also playful as well as comprehensible for
youth. The ability of surfacing these unique lenses into data think-
ing and literacy for these youth is another potentially powerful
avenue for PaintBall (and similar projects).

Lastly, we are most excited about how this idea can be translated
and extended across different combinations of activities and inter-
ests, by us for this community center, and by different researchers
and designers in response to the spaces and youth that they work
with. How can computing create more such public use tools that
bridge locally prevalent activities and interests, extending the al-
ready powerful idea of public computation [12].
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